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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new architecture and performance analysis for beam index modulation (BIM) wireless communication implemented with the aid of analog beamforming. The BIM concept is presented in order to extend and adapt the spatial modulation (SM) concept to sparse wireless communication channel environments. It is shown that when compared with the conventional beamforming and SM strategies, the BIM system can achieve higher spectrum efficiency in high signal to noise ratio (SNR) and non-line-of-sight (nLoS) sparse channel scenarios. Furthermore, different to the previous spatial scattering modulation (SSM) work the proposed BIM architectures have reduced hardware complexity, and, importantly, in some nLoS sparse channel conditions the BIM can also outperform the SSM. The above findings were further validated by some demonstrative experiments that were conducted at 10 GHz.

Index Terms—Beam index modulation (BIM), beamforming, spatial modulation (SM), spatial scattering modulation (SSM), spectral efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTIPLE-INPUT-MULTIPLE-OUTPUT (MIMO) techniques, [1], which are capable of achieving a multiplexing gain or diversity gain, have been incorporated in modern wireless communications standards, such as IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.16e, and 3GPP Long-Term Evolution (LTE).

The emerging technique of spatial modulation (SM) [2]–[4], can be regarded as a hardware-constrained MIMO scheme, where only a single radio frequency (RF) chain is used and which conveys some extra information bits through the indices of activated transmit antennas in an array that are updated in each channel signaling use. This single stream of data in each time slot avoids inter-channel interference that can be severe in multi-stream data transmission systems. In the conventional spatial multiplexing (SMX) MIMO schemes, all transmit and receive antennas are activated in order to create multiple virtual channels for parallel data transmission. Thus, in both transmit and receive sides, multiple RF chains with the numbers equaling those of the associated antennas are required, increasing the complexity, cost, and power consumption of the system. In contrast, the SM system could operate using only a single RF chain, solving the issues associated with the SMX-MIMO mentioned above, though the achievable spectral efficiency is lower than that in the corresponding Vertical Bell Laboratories layers space-time (V-BLAST) system [4]. In other words, the SM technique is able to strike an attractive trade-off among hardware complexity, energy efficiency [5], and achievable transmission rates or spectral efficiency [6]. In the past a few years, it has been shown that this trade-off can be tuned using some SM variants. For example, in order to increase the spectral efficiency in the standard SM systems with slightly sacrificing the hardware complexity and/or energy efficiency, generalized SM (GSM) [7]–[9], multiple-active SM (MA-SM) [10]–[12], quadrature SM (QSM) [13], [14], and enhanced SM (ESM) [15] have been proposed and extensively studied. It is noted that the SM systems can operate effectively only when the wireless propagation channels are multipath-rich such that a unique channel impulse response is associated with each transmit antenna [6], facilitating the detection of transmit antenna indices at receive sides. The assumption of this high-rank channel condition, however, cannot be easily satisfied at higher operation frequencies, as a principal characteristic of such higher frequency wireless channels is their high path loss which limits the number of propagation rays linking transmitters and receivers. One solution was recently proposed in [16]–[18], which modified the line-of-sight (LoS) MIMO [19], [20] to construct SM systems. Apparently, this SM-LoS-MIMO architecture relies on the LoS links, and it was concluded that non-line-of-sight (nLoS) components are harmful and should be avoided [18]. Those channel conditions, generally, can be satisfied in millimeter-wave (mmWave) indoor environment, as nLoS paths typically suffer from much greater loss contributed by reflections and larger path length as compared to the LoS path [21]. However, some inherent characteristics of the SM-LoS-MIMO limit its applications in some important scenarios. For example, i) it, like its predecessor LoS-MIMO, is only suitable for fixed wireless access [22], but not mobile applications, as the LoS channels can only be made orthogonal along a boresight link with a fixed length when the antenna element spacings, at both transmit and receive sides, are chosen beforehand, i.e., (25) in [16]; ii) since the antenna element spacing is normally much greater than a
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wavelength ($\lambda$), the resulting arrays are generally large and cannot be readily fitted into small and/or handheld devices; iii) since it, like its predecessor LoS-MIMO, relies on LoS links, and nLoS paths are harmful, it can be expected that it could not work properly when LoS paths are blocked and/or when noticeable nLoS paths exist which can be the results of lower operation frequencies, such as X to K frequency bands (8 to 27 GHz), or scattering-rich propagation environments; and iv) even if the mmWave frequency is adopted and the LoS links are available and dominant, the high path loss limits the communication range, e.g., the range of only a few meters was considered in [16]–[18].

In order to compensate for these high path losses, and enable systems to operate in nLoS mobile and sparse environment, beamforming gains, ideally at both transmit and receive sides, are required. The required beamforming gains are not possible in standard SM systems since at any time instant only one antenna in an array is activated. This issue can be partly alleviated by using the GSM [7], where a subset of antennas in the array are activated.

We now pose the question ‘Is it possible to enable all of the available beamforming gains, i.e., use all the available antennas, instead of a single antenna or a subarray, at any given time, with only one RF chain?’.

In fact, activating a full array with a single RF feed constitutes the core principle of conventional analog beamforming, whereby the complex weights are generated for each antenna element by a beamforming network inserted between the antenna array and a single RF chain, see Fig. 1. The analog beamforming applied to the conventional SM processing represents the essence of what we term here as beam index modulation (BIM), where the indices of the distinct radiation beams, instead of the indices of the antennas, are used to convey extra information bits. In the most previous hybrid massive MIMO works, an RF analog precoder/beamforming network consisting of an array of variable phase shifters was commonly used [23], [24]. The similar phase shifter-based beamforming network can be adopted for the proposed BIM transmitter, see the bottom-left plot in Fig. 1. However, analog RF phase shifters with fast switching speed and fine resolutions are costly, especially at higher frequencies. This contradicts the main purpose of employing the index modulation schemes. Alternatively, a fixed beamforming network, such as Butler matrix [25] and Fourier Rotman lens [26], together with a switching array, see the bottom-right plot in Fig. 1, can be used to route the single RF chain signal to the entire antenna array, and to project the signal through one of the radiation beams. We could use a single-pole-multi-throw switch to select one of the beam ports, but it, again, is costly for high frequency operations. Thus, the concept proposed in [16] was borrowed. Here an array of single-pole-single-throw switches is used. During any signaling transmission, all switches, but one, stay closed, creating open circuits when seeing from the inputs of the corresponding $\lambda/4$ transmission lines. This architecture is scalable with regard to different numbers of beam ports and has low cost. In addition, with some extra impedance matching, it can be extended for generalized BIM, where more than one radiation beams are activated concurrently for more enhanced spectral efficiency when compared with the single-beam BIM discussed in this paper. This generalized BIM and its potential applications are subject to future studies.

In [27] a variant of SM called the spatial scattering modulation (SSM) scheme was proposed. Here the indices of spatial scatterers in nLoS mmWave channels, in fact, correspond to the indices of the generated radiation beams. The investigations of the BIM scheme in this paper, when compared with those for the SSM in [27], provide significantly deeper insight into SSM as well as extending its capabilities, namely:

- The effective operation of the SM requires rich multipath environment, which makes it unsuitable for higher frequency applications where channel matrices can have low ranks and path loss is huge. In order to compensate high path loss and efficiently exploit the sparse nLoS links, analog beamforming networks, which enable all available beamforming gains, are employed at both transmit and receive sides. The indices of the resulting radiation beams, instead of the indices of the transmit antennas in the SM scheme, can, thus, be used to transmit extra information bits, which is the essence of the proposed BIM system;
- The BIM architectures studied in this paper, are applicable to any device-to-device communication systems, whereas the SSM in [27] works only for a single user uplink. This indicates that the proposed BIM here is also applicable to vehicle-to-vehicle communications. The BIM system studied in this paper has a potential to be extended for multi-user applications, which will be investigated in our future works;
- In the proposed BIM architecture, only a single RF chain is required at each communication node, whereas the receive node in the SSM system model requires multiple RF chains [27];
- In addition, more general cases of ‘non-orthogonal’ and ‘unbalanced beams’, in terms of path loss/gain, are investigated in this paper for the first time;
- Also, the system spectral efficiency is derived and is used here as the metric for quantifying the achievable performance. This performance metric is in contrast to bit error rate (BER), which is modulation dependent, adopted
for the SSM performance characterization in [27];

- Some demonstrative calculations based on the measured beam-space channel matrices are provided to substantiate the simulation findings with regard to the applicability of the proposed BIM schemes in various channel conditions.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section II the adopted channel model and underlying system assumptions are introduced. In Section III, the proposed BIM scheme is described, and other various benchmark transmission schemes are also briefly presented. Here the methods of calculating system spectral efficiencies are investigated. Section IV presents extensive simulation results with regard to various channel conditions, leading to conclusions of the general channel condition under which the proposed BIM scheme can be a favorable choice. In Section V, the beam-space channels measured in some indoor environments at 10 GHz are used to validate the findings obtained in the previous section. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. CHANNEL MODEL AND SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS

It is well known that for a fixed communication distance the wireless propagation path loss in free space is proportional to the square of the operating frequency of the electromagnetic wave. Therefore, for a given noise floor the number of propagation links between single-antenna transmitter and receiver decreases with frequency. For a single antenna operating at a higher frequency, normally only the LoS link is considered because it is much stronger than the other nLoS links that can be close to or even immersed under the system noise floor. In order to combat high path loss, beamforming gain can potentially be enabled by equipping transmitters and receivers with antenna arrays and suitable control electronics as necessary. The availability of beamforming gain can be used to enable the communication system to exploit some of the viable nLoS links. These nLoS links are normally associated with clusters of scatterers that act as relays between the transmit and receive beams, seen in Fig. 2, i.e., thus, resulting in a sparse channel matrix in the beam-space domain.

In this paper, only the case of a flat fading channel is investigated, i.e., the propagation gains of each discernible link between the transmit and receive beams can be represented as a complex number. In addition, the wireless channel is assumed to be quasi-static during the transmission frame, so that the path gains remain constant as well. The above assumption allows direct comparison between the proposed BIM system and the recently reported SSM system [27].

For the SSM work in [27], only the ideal orthogonal beam scenario was investigated and only at the transmit side. Here the term ‘orthogonal’ means that each of the detectable propagation rays can only be launched by exciting a designated beam port at the input of the beamforming network at the transmit side. In other words, when one propagation link is activated, no signal energy exists in any other propagation links. The beam orthogonality is a special case and is possible only when a) through d) below occur:

a) the antenna arrays are linear and uniformly half wavelength spaced;

b) the active element patterns of every antenna elements in the array are identical;

c) the beamforming networks function as ideal Fourier transformers between inputs and outputs, e.g., Butler matrix [25] and Fourier Rotman lens [26]; and

d) the clusters of scatterers have small cross-sections and are located along some certain distinct spatial directions, the total number of which is no greater than the number of antenna elements in the array.

Obviously, this set of conditions is very restrictive and unfeasible to attain in practice, so that the systems capable of operating with relaxed requirements for the beam orthogonality become of major interest.

In order to facilitate the discussions in the remaining sections of this paper, the following assumptions or definitions are introduced;

- It is assumed that the knowledge about the propagation links, beam indices at both transmit and receive sides, the propagation path loss (or gain) and phase delay of each link, and the crosstalk (or coupling) between different links (non-orthogonal case), is available and shared at both communication ends. This information can be obtained in the beam training stage, where strategies like exhausted timebeam-sequential training [28], multi-level training [29], and orthogonal codes enabled parallel training [30], can be applied;

- The selected beams at the transmit and receive sides are paired and indexed, and M strongest propagation links are selected. When selecting the strongest links, no beams at either transmit or receive side are re-used in different pairs. Other beam pair selection rules are discussed in Section IV after extensive simulations;

- In order to simplify the BIM receiver architecture and consequent RF hardware requirements, it is assumed that only the power detected at each beam port at the receive side
is used to estimate the indices of the transmit beams. This can be implemented using commonly available power detectors e.g., [31]. This proposed BIM receiver structure is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shares a similar concept as the two-step SM detector described in [32]. This is very different and much simpler to the receivers in the normal SM, where the channel impulse responses associated with each transmit antenna are required by the receivers so that the maximum-likelihood (ML) detection can be performed [33]. The different receive strategies, inevitably, lead to different expressions of the system spectral efficiencies, which will be elaborated in Section III;

- The path loss or path gain of the strongest propagation link enabled by the selected beam pairs is normalized to 0 dB;
- The channel noise associated with each propagation link is assumed to be independent additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), all following $CN(0, \sigma^2)$;
- The total available transmit power, $P_{Tx}$, is kept identical when different transmission schemes are considered below, so that fair comparisons can be made and a figure of merit relating the transmit power versus the receive noise power per beam pair, in dB, can be defined as in (1):

$$SNR_{Tx} = 10 \log_{10}(P_{Tx}/\sigma^2) \tag{1}$$

- In this paper, with regard to the information bits transmitted through modulated RF carriers, it is assumed that the extensively used signaling scheme of zero-mean complex Gaussian (ZMCG) in IQ domain is considered [17], [34]. While for the extra information bits conveyed through beam indices, uniform selections at transmit sides are used.

As discussed above, it is assumed that the channel matrix in the beam domain, denoted as $H^{(b)}$, which has the size of $M$-by-$M$, is available at the transmit and receiver. Its entries are essentially the complex transmission coefficients between the $M$ selected beam ports at the transmit side and the $M$ selected beam ports at the receive side. Appropriately assigning the beam indices, the $m^{th}$ ($m = 1, \ldots, M$) diagonal entry $h^{(b)}_{mm}$ of $H^{(b)}$ represents the path gain of the $m^{th}$ possible link. Without loss of generality, the beam indices are allocated so that $|h^{(b)}_{mn}| \geq |h^{(b)}_{nm}|$ when $m < n$. The operator ‘$|$’ takes the modulus of the enclosed complex variable. Since the path gain of the strongest link is normalized to 0 dB, $|h^{(b)}_{mm}| = 1$. The off-diagonal entry $h^{(b)}_{ij}$ ($i \neq j$) of $H^{(b)}$ represents the crosstalk between the $i^{th}$ transmit beam and the $j^{th}$ receive beam.

![Fig. 3. Illustration of two-step BIM receiver architecture.](image)

III. BEAM INDEX MODULATION

In this section, the communication scenario shown in Fig. 2 is investigated. For the BIM scheme, the transmitter and receiver architectures in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, respectively, exploiting the fixed beamforming networks are considered. The BIM system is also compared with other transmission schemes, some of which employ different structures before/after the fixed beamforming networks at the transmit/receive side. These benchmark systems are elaborated in this and the following sections.

With the availability of the beam-space channel matrix $H^{(b)}$, various transmission strategies associated with different hardware complexity can be used, such as the Beamspace-MIMO (BS-MIMO) [35], [36], conventional beamforming, and the BIM method studied in this paper. In Fig. 4 system architectures before (or after) the fixed beamforming networks at the transmitter (or receiver) for the BS-MIMO and the beamforming transmission schemes are depicted. It is noted that, for the fair comparison, the architecture of fully connected BS-MIMO or beamforming systems using variable phase shifters, seen in [37], is not studied. Instead, the fixed beamforming networks, the same as those adopted in the BIM systems, are employed.

![Fig. 4. Transmitter and receiver architectures for BS-MIMO and beamforming used for performance comparison with the proposed BIM communication systems.](image)

In order to implement the BS-MIMO, the number of RF chains are commonly chosen according to the number of dominant propagation paths in the beam domain, which, for the scenario discussed here, equals $M, N$ is the number of the beam ports of the selected beamforming networks, and clearly $M \leq N$. The control signals (dotted arrows in Fig. 4) in the BS-MIMO systems configure the switch arrays so that the $M$ RF chains are connected to the $M$ selected beam ports that correspond to the $M$ strongest beam pairs. In Fig. 4, it can be seen that the architecture of the beamforming system is nearly identical to that of the BIM system shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, because both schemes require only one RF chain at transmit and receive sides. However, it has to be pointed out that the switch controlling signals, namely the dotted arrows, in the beamforming systems are updated at the channel fading rates, instead of at the symbol rates in the BIM systems. Thus, no information bits can be transferred through the switch.
configurations in the beamforming systems. In the beamforming system, the strongest beam pair is always selected for transmission.

In contrast to the BS-MIMO and the beamforming systems, in the proposed BIM system, at the transmit side the control signal dynamically, at the transmitted symbol rate, routes the single RF signal to one of the pre-selected $M$ beam ports. The changing patterns of the transmit beam indices are determined by the baseband data, $\log_2(M)$ bits, which are additional control information transmitted alongside the information data applied upon the RF carriers in IQ domain. At the receive side, a simple power detector array of size $M$-by-1 is used to identify, based on the strongest receive power, the receive beam index that is paired with the transmit beam index in the beam training stage. Thus, the single RF chain is connected to the receive beam of the recovered beam index. In the meantime, the receive beam indices are processed in the digital baseband in order to extract the transmitted $\log_2(M)$ control information bits. From a practical point of view, RF switches capable of operating at nanosecond or even sub-nanosecond speeds are commercially feasible, [38] and [39], and can be used directly in the BIM systems.

In the SSM system proposed in [27], the receiver equips multiple RF chains to perform joint ML detection. In order to facilitate comparison with the BIM system, we assume that the SSM receiver employs $M$ RF chains, which are connected to the $M$ beam ports of the fixed beamforming networks the same as those used in the BIM receiver.

Given all four transmission schemes, namely the BS-MIMO, the beamforming, the SSM, and the BIM, use the same fixed beamforming networks at both transmit and receive sides, the beam-space channel matrix $H^{(b)}$ is directly applicable. Thus, in the following, we first present or derive the spectral efficiencies of these four schemes, in bits per channel use (bpcu), leaving the comparison studies to the SMX-MIMO and the SM systems that rely on the channel matrices in antenna domain later in this section.

• **BS-MIMO**

When $M$ RF chains are connected to the $M$ beam ports associated with the $M$ selected strongest beam pairs, the conventional MIMO processing, based upon the $M$-by-$M$ channel matrix $H^{(b)}$ in the beam domain, can be used. The spectral efficiency of the BS-MIMO system can, thus, be expressed as, [40],

$$SE_{BS} = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \log_2 \left(1 + \frac{\lambda_m^2}{\sigma^2} \right),$$

where $\lambda_m$ is the $m^{th}$ singular value of the matrix $H^{(b)}$, and $\mu_m$ is its associated water-filling power allocation coefficient.

• **Beamforming**

When only one RF chain is available at both transmit and receive sides, the best strategy for beamforming is to select the beam pair of the highest path gain for transmission, which in the channel model with normalized path gains considered in this paper is 0 dB. In this case, the spectral efficiency for the beamforming system is

$$SE_{RF} = \log_2 \left(1 + \frac{P}{\sigma^2} \right) = \log_2 \left(1 + \text{SNR}_{Tx} \right).$$

• **SSM**

In order to facilitate fair comparison with the proposed BIM scheme, it is assumed that the both transmit and receive sides are equipped with the fixed beamforming networks the same as those used in the BIM systems. Since joint ML detection is adopted, the capacity calculation methods developed for ML SM can be directly used for the SSM, by simply replacing the antenna domain channel matrices with the beam domain channel matrices. In [41], [42], the integral-based expressions of the instantaneous SM capacity, for ZMCG signaling in IQ domain and uniform selection in index domain, were presented. Later, its closed-form approximation was derived in [43]. In this paper, we adopt the 4th order approximation, i.e., (29) in [43]. To keep a cohesive presentation in this paper, we re-write it in (4),

$$SE_{SSM} = \log_2 \left( B(\eta^k) \right) - \frac{1}{\ln(2)} \left( 1 - A(\eta^k) B(\eta^k) \right) + \frac{3}{4} A(\eta^k) \left( B\left( \frac{\eta^2}{B(\eta^2)} \right) - B\left( \frac{\eta^2}{B(\eta^2)} \right) \right).$$

$\eta^k$ in (4) denotes a vector $[\eta_1^k \eta_2^k \ldots \eta_M^k]^T$, where $\eta_m = \sqrt{1 + \gamma_m h_m^{(h)}}$. $h_m^{(h)}$ refers to the $m^{th}$ column of the beam-space channel matrix $H^{(b)}$, and $\gamma_m$ is the receive SNR when the $m^{th}$ beam pair is selected for transmission. Operators $'\cdot' \Gamma$ and $'\cdot' \| \cdot \|$ perform vector transpose and 2-dimensional Euclidean norm. $A(\cdot)$ and $B(\cdot)$ are the arithmetic and harmonic mean operators, respectively.

• **BIM**

In the BIM communication scheme, in addition to the information transmitted through the RF carriers propagated along the selected beam pairs, the activated transmit beam indices, when correctly identified at the receive side, can be used to convey additional information. One propagation path is utilized per channel use. Different to the SSM scheme where the joint ML detection is adopted, the proposed BIM receiver performs the two-step detection, see the architecture in Fig. 3, i.e., identifying the beam indices first according to the received signal power at each beam port, and then recovering the information conveyed by the signal in IQ domain received at the identified beam port. Different detection schemes inevitably result in different system spectral efficiencies.

We first investigate the information transferred through the beam indices, which is the first step that a proposed BIM receiver performs. At the transmit side, each transmit beam is equally selected. And the receiver identifies the beam indices solely based on the strongest instantaneous power. This process can be modeled as a transmission through a discrete input (transmit beam indices) discrete output (receive beam indices)
channel. Thus, the associated spectral efficiency can be calculated as in [44, [45]

\[
SE_{\text{BIM}} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} p_{ij} \log_{2} \left( \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} p_{ij} \right), \tag{5}
\]

where \( p_{ij} \), forming a probability matrix \( P \), represents the probability of the receiver selecting the \( y \)-th receive beam when the \( x \)-th transmit beam is used for transmission.

In the second step, the only receive RF chain is connected to the receive beam port identified in the first step and recovers the information applied in IQ domain. This associated spectral efficiency is generally lower than that in beamforming systems, because \( i \)-th beam pairs with lower path gains are equally used for transmissions in the BIM, in contrast to the conventional beamforming using the strongest link all the time, and \( ii \)-th in the BIM architecture there is a chance that the receiver cannot identify the correct transmit beam indices due to the channel noise presented in the systems. This partial BIM spectral efficiency can be expressed as

\[
SE_{\text{BIM}} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \left[ p_{ij} \log_{2} \left( 1 + \frac{h_{ij}^{(b)} P_{x}}{\sigma^2} \right) \right] + \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \left[ p_{ij} \log_{2} \left( 1 + \frac{h_{ij}^{(b)} P_{x}}{\sigma^2} \right) \right] \nonumber
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \left[ p_{ij} \log_{2} \left( 1 + \frac{h_{ij}^{(b)} P_{x}}{\sigma^2} \right) \right] \nonumber
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \left[ p_{ij} \log_{2} \left( 1 + \frac{h_{ij}^{(b)} P_{x}}{\sigma^2} \right) \right]. \tag{6}
\]

The first term on the right-hand side of (6) corresponds to the information transmitted through the correct beam pairs, while the second term reveals that even when the receiver selects a wrong beam, i.e., \( j \neq i \), a certain amount of transmitted information can still be recovered if crosstalk among beam pairs exists, i.e., \( h_{ij}^{(b)} \neq 0 \).

Now we elaborate how the probability matrix \( P \) can be calculated. It needs to be pointed out that \( SE_{\text{BIM}} \) in (6) can be achieved only when the input signal of power \( P_{x} \) is ZMCG distributed, as it is assumed in this paper. As a consequence, when the signal is projected through the \( i \)-th transmit beam, the received signal through the \( j \)-th receive beam \( v_{ij} \) follows

\[
CN \left(0, \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} p_{ij} + \sigma^2 \right). \nonumber
\]

In our proposed two-step BIM receiver architecture in Fig. 3, in order to maintain low hardware complexity, as we discussed in Section II, only the power of the detected signals at the beam ports at the receive side is used for beam selection. Thus, only \( |v_{ij}|^2 \) are available. Following the definition,

\[
p_{ij} = P \left[ 1 \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} p_{ij} |v_{ij}|^2 > |v_{kj}|^2 \right]. \tag{7}
\]

Here \( 'p[·]' \) stands for the probability of the enclosed event, and \( '\cap' \) denotes the joint of the events. When \( M \) is greater than 2, events for different \( s \) are statistically dependent, and there is no closed-form expression for the \( p_{ij} \) calculation. Only when \( M = 2 \) and \( h_{ij}^{(b)} = h_{ij}^{(b)} = 0 \), closed-form expression for (7) exists, see Appendix for further details. In general, \( p_{ij} \) can be obtained through Monte Carlo simulations. It is also noted that \( \sum_{j=1}^{M} p_{ij} = 1 \).

After the probability matrix \( P \) has been calculated, the overall spectral efficiency of the BIM system can be obtained by adding up the information transmitted through the selected beam pairs and their indices, namely,

\[
SE_{\text{BIM}} = SE_{\text{BIM}}(1) + SE_{\text{BIM}}(2). \tag{8}
\]

In order to provide readers a bigger picture of how the BIM performs, we also construct the SMX-MIMO and the SM systems, which rely on the channel matrix \( H^{(a)} \) in the antenna domain. To facilitate discussion, it is assumed that both transmitter and receiver equip the same fixed beamforming networks with the transfer matrix \( T \) of size \( N \)-by-\( N \). \( N \) is also the number of antennas, and clearly, \( N \geq M \). The \( H^{(a)} \) can be computed via

\[
H^{(a)} = T^{-1} \bar{H}^{(i)} \left( T^{-1} \right)^{-1}, \tag{9}
\]

where \( \bar{H}^{(i)} \) is the extended beam-space channel matrix of the size \( N \)-by-\( N \), i.e., \( H^{(b)} \) is the sub-matrix of \( H^{(a)} \). \( (·)^{-1} \) refers to the inverse of the enclosed matrix.

With the availability of the \( H^{(a)} \), the spectral efficiencies of the SMX-MIMO, \( SE_{\text{MIMO}} \), and the SM, \( SE_{\text{SM}} \), can, thus, be calculated by replacing the relevant parameters, i.e., \( \mu_{in}, \lambda_{in}, \) and \( \eta_{ij} \) in (2) and (4) with the corresponding ones that are derived from the \( H^{(a)} \).

It is noted that all the analyses in this section are based on the assumption of flat fading channels, which was stated in Section II. In the case of frequency selective wireless channels, inter-symbol interference (ISI) occurs. Thus, when replacing \( \sigma^2 \) with \( (\sigma^2 + \rho^2) \), where \( \rho^2 \) denotes the power of ISI, equations (2) to (8) are also applicable to the corresponding schemes in frequency selective channels. The value of \( \rho^2 \) is determined by the relationship between the signal bandwidth and the channel’s coherence bandwidth. The study of the performance of the proposed BIM system in frequency selective channels will be presented separately in our future work.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Using (2), (3), (4), and (8), the spectral efficiencies for the BS-MIMO, the beamforming, the SSM, and the proposed BIM transmission schemes, all of which exploit beam-space channel matrix \( H^{(b)} \), are simulated and plotted in Fig. 5 (a) to (d). Here only two orthogonal beam pairs, i.e., \( M = 2 \) and \( h_{12}^{(b)} = h_{21}^{(b)} = 0 \), are considered. The path gain difference \( \Delta g \), in dB, in Fig. 5 is defined as

\[
\Delta g = 20 \cdot \log_{10} \left( \frac{|h_{12}^{(b)}|}{|h_{22}^{(b)}|} \right). \tag{10}
\]
Fig. 5. Calculated spectral efficiencies for (a) BS-MIMO, (b) beamforming, (c) SSM, (d) BIM, (e) 4-by-4 SMX-MIMO, and (f) 4-by-4 SM systems as functions of SNR and path gain differences $\Delta g$, when two orthogonal beam pairs are available. It is assumed that in the BIM systems the 4-by-4 Fourier beamforming networks ($N = 4$) are used at both transmit and receive sides, and the remaining $N - M = 2$ orthogonal beam pairs have identical normalized path gains of $-20$ dB. Thus, this extended channel matrix in beam domain $\hat{H}^{(b)}$ can be used to calculate channel matrix in antenna domain $H^{(a)}$ via (9), which is then exploited to construct the 4-by-4 SMX-MIMO and the 4-by-4 SM systems for comparison.

In order to evaluate the performance of the SMX-MIMO and the SM systems for comparison, which rely on the channel matrix $H^{(a)}$ in antenna domain, some assumptions have to be made to construct the extended beam-space channel matrix $\hat{H}^{(b)}$, which, in turn, is used to calculate $H^{(a)}$ via (9). Here, we assume that 4-by-4 Fourier beamforming networks are used at both transmit and receive sides in the discussed BIM systems, i.e., $N = 4$ and the $(u, v)^{th}$ entry in the matrix $T$ is expressed as 

$$
\left(1/\sqrt{N}\right) \cdot \exp \left[ -j2\pi \left[ u - (N+1)/2 \right] \cdot \left[ v - (N+1)/2 \right] / N \right],
$$

and the remaining $N - M = 2$ orthogonal beam pairs have identical normalized path gains of $-20$ dB, i.e., $20 \cdot \log_{10} \left| h^{(b)}_{uv} \right| = 20 \cdot \log_{10} \left| h^{(b)}_{33} \right| = -20$. With the availability of the $H^{(a)}$, the calculated spectral efficiencies of the 4-by-4 SMX-MIMO and the 4-by-4 SM systems are also plotted in Fig. 5.

The observations from the Fig. 5 are summarized as below:

- The 4-by-4 SMX-MIMO system has the optimal performance at the cost of 4 RF chains at both transmit and receive sides;
- The BS-MIMO scheme, exploiting the Fourier beamforming networks to transform the propagation channel from the antenna domain into the beam domain, has the sub-optimal performance in the considered sparse channel scenario. By neglecting the two path links of $-20$ dB gain only two RF chains are required, instead of 4 used in the SMX-MIMO system, at the cost of around 2 bpcu spectral efficiency loss at 30 dB $\text{SNR}_{Tx}$;
- The single-beam beamforming system always projects signals along the strongest beam pair, in this example, of 0 dB normalized gain. Thus, it is independent to $\Delta g$;
- The 4-by-4 SM system, as expected, performs the worst in the considered sparse channel as no beamforming gains are available. In particular, the superior of the proposed BIM over the 4-by-4 SM is graphed in Fig. 6 (a);
- Under this ideal orthogonal beam-space channel condition, the joint ML detection used in the SSM scheme does not help increase the spectral efficiency compared with the beamforming scheme when the transmitted signals in IQ domain are ZMCG distributed and the different beam pairs are uniformly selected. This is consistent to the findings obtained in [41], i.e., the first term on the right-hand side in (4), equivalent to (6) in [41],...
Fig. 6. Differences in spectral efficiencies, calculated and shown in Fig. 5, (a) between the BIM and the 4-by-4 SM systems, (b) between the beamforming and the SSM systems, (c) between the BIM and the SSM systems, and (d) between the BIM and the beamforming systems.

is smaller than the $SE_{BF}$ in (3), equivalent to (12) in [41], and the second term on the right-hand side in (4), equivalent to (10) in [41], is extremely small in ideal orthogonal channel scenarios, which is evidenced in Fig. 3 in [41] where the overall spectral efficiency barely increases with the increase of the dimension in index domain. As a consequence, the beamforming scheme outperforms the SSM scheme, see Fig. 6 (b). It is noted here that when the channels are not orthogonal, the second term on the right-hand side in (4) becomes much larger, making $SE_{SSM}$ greater than $SE_{BF}$ under some channel conditions. This aspect will be discussed later in this section. It also needs to point out that the scenario discussed here is different to the case when the IQ domain signals are PSK or QAM modulated, where an additional $\log_2(M)$ bpcu spectral efficiency can be obtained in high SNR region by the index modulation system compared with that in the single-beam beamforming system [42];

- The proposed two-step detection BIM system with only one RF chain can achieve better spectral efficiency compared with the ML SSM system in high $SNR_{Tx}$ and low $\Delta g$ regions, see Fig. 6 (c). When comparing the BIM with the beamforming scheme, which has similar hardware complexity, the BIM system, again, exhibits higher spectral efficiency in high $SNR_{Tx}$ and low $\Delta g$ regions, see
Fig. 6 (d). In the extreme condition of $SNR_{Tx} = 30 \text{ dB}$ and $\Delta g = 0$, an extra 1 bpcu is achieved via the information conveyed through the two beam pair indices, i.e., $\log_2(M) = 1$. Intuitively, when more beam pairs are available, even higher spectral efficiency gains, $(SE_{BM} - SE_{SSM})$, and $(SE_{BM} - SE_{BF})$, can be obtained in the same high $SNR_{Tx}$ and low $\Delta g$ region, see the example for four orthogonal beam pairs in Fig. 7.

![Fig. 7. Contour plots of the differences in the calculated spectral efficiencies, (a) between the BIM and the SSM systems, and (b) between the BIM and the beamforming systems when four orthogonal beam pairs are available. It is assumed that $|h_{12}^{(0)}| = |h_{22}^{(0)}| = 1$, and $|h_{12}^{(0)}| = |h_{44}^{(0)}| = 10^{-\Delta g/10}$.](image)

As we discussed in Section II, in general, the available beam pairs are not necessarily orthogonal, so that we expect the beam crosstalk to reduce the probability $p_{iu}$ of correctly identifying the beam indices at receive side. This should, in turn, decrease the achievable spectral efficiency in the BIM system. Fortunately, from the simulated $(SE_{BM} - SE_{BF})$ in the two-beam scenario shown in Fig. 8, we can conclude that in the high $SNR_{Tx}$ region, the $SE_{BM}$ is not sensitive to the beam pair crosstalk $\Delta \beta$, when $\Delta \beta$ is lower than $-3$ dB. The same conclusions can be drawn for more available beam pairs, of which the results are, thus, omitted here. For the examples in Fig. 8, we assume that the beam crosstalk $\Delta \beta_{ij}$ defined in (11), for all $i$ and $j$ combinations are identical and are termed as $\Delta \beta$.

![Fig. 8. The differences between the calculated spectral efficiencies of the BIM and the beamforming systems as functions of $SNR_{Tx}$ and crosstalk $\Delta \beta$ when two non-orthogonal beam pairs are available. It is assumed that $|h_{12}^{(0)}| = |h_{22}^{(0)}| = 1$.](image)

The existence of the beam crosstalk in the propagation channels can favor both the SSM and the SM schemes, though through different physical mechanisms. For the SSM, the multiple RF chains in the ML receiver are able to harvest a greater amount of signal energy when the beam crosstalk, namely, energy coupling, occurs in the channel, see an example in Fig. 9, where $\Delta \beta$ of 0 dB in two-beam scenario results in 3 dB SNR improvement. While for the SM, the higher crosstalk among the beam pairs indicates that there are more scatterers in the propagation environment, namely, the channel matrix is less sparse. As a consequence, the multipath components could assist the SM scheme to achieve higher spectral efficiency [6]. In the SM example shown in Fig. 10, the same assumptions are used as those associated with Fig. 5 (f) except for $\Delta g = 0$ and $\Delta \beta \neq 0$. It can be seen that, as expected, the $SE_{SM}$ increases as the beam crosstalk $\Delta \beta$ gets larger.

![Fig. 9. Examples of calculated $SE_{SM}$ when the beam crosstalk $\Delta \beta$ are set to be $-\infty$ and 0 dB, respectively. It is assumed that $M = 2$ and $\Delta g = 0$ dB.](image)

In order to illustrate how the proposed BIM performs compared with the SSM and the SM systems when beam pairs are not orthogonal, the $(SE_{BM} - SE_{SSM})$ and $(SE_{BM} - SE_{SM})$ are, respectively, plotted in Fig. 11 (a) and (b). The same conclusions can be obtained, which are $i$) the BIM performs better in high SNR and low beam crosstalk channels; $ii$) the
SSM, at the cost of multiple receive RF chains, and the SM perform better in high (or medium) SNR and high (or medium) beam crosstalk channel conditions; and iii) in low SNR channel environment, there are no noticeable performance differences among these three different transmission schemes.

From the studies in this section we may conclude that in order to achieve better performance against the beamforming, the SSM, and the SM systems, the BIM scheme should follow some basic rules below for selecting the feasible beam pairs. These rules, in other words, provide guidelines for system designers to choose different transmission schemes according to various channel conditions.

- The path gains of the selected beam pairs need to be high, which leads to high SNR, see Fig. 6 (a) (c) (d), Fig. 7, and Fig. 11;
- The path gain differences among the selected beam pairs need to be small, see Fig. 6 (a) (c) (d) and Fig. 7. This requirement violates the LoS channel condition, indicating the BIM scheme should only be selected for some nLoS transmissions;
- When the above two conditions are met, greater number of available beam pairs results in more enhanced BIM performance, see Fig. 6 (c) (d) and Fig. 7;
- In general, the BIM system performance is not severely degraded when the crosstalk among different beam pairs is lower than –3 dB, see Fig. 8;
- Under high SNR and low beam crosstalk channel conditions,
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, by using a 13-by-13 Fourier Rotman lens and a 13-element linear microstrip patch antenna array designed for 10 GHz operation, [46], the beam-space channel matrices have been measured in some indoor lab environments. From these channel matrices, the achievable spectral efficiencies for the various systems, including the proposed BIM scheme, are calculated using the equations presented in Sections III.

The choice of the 10 GHz measurement is partly because of the availability of the analog beamforming networks and the associated antenna arrays. More importantly, for this ‘middle-range’ operation frequency, both multipath-poor (sparse) and multipath-rich propagation channels can be created by carefully setting the indoor scattering environment, facilitating the validation of the conclusions summarized in the end of Section IV.

The photograph of the fabricated antenna front-end, comprising a Fourier Rotman lens beamforming network and a linear patch antenna array is shown in Fig. 12. The details of their measured performance, such as S-parameters, antenna active element patterns, and radiation beam patterns generated by exciting each beam port of the Fourier Rotman lens, can be found in [46]. When positioning two communication nodes, equipped with the same antenna front-ends, in the first test indoor environment, also shown in Fig. 12, the 13-by-13 beam-space channel matrix at 10 GHz was measured, and the power of each entry is plotted in Fig. 13. There are few scatterers in the propagation environment, resulting in a sparse beam-space channel matrix evidenced in Fig. 13. The boresight of the two arrays was deliberately aligned and unblocked, so that $h_{ij}^{(o)}$ corresponds to the LoS link, of which the path gain is at least 7.3 dB higher than those of other beam pairs, see Table I. For readability, in this section we do not re-assign the beam indices to construct the channel matrix $\mathbf{H}^{(o)}$, but to use those in Fig. 13.

Under the channel state shown in Fig. 13, when the beamforming strategy is selected, the strongest LoS link $h_{ij}^{(o)}$ should always be used. Conversely, when the proposed BIM scheme is implemented, the achievable spectral efficiency is determined by the number of available beam pairs and how they are selected. Following the general rules of the beam-pair selection, investigated in the last section, we choose the beam pairs $(i, j)$ of {$(7, 7); (10, 6)$} and {$(7, 7); (10, 6); (5, 9); (2, 11)$}, respectively, to construct two-beam and four-beam BIM systems. With the measured $\mathbf{H}^{(o)}$ and the measured transfer function of the 13-by-13 Fourier Rotman lens, the antenna domain 13-by-13 channel matrix $\mathbf{H}^{(a)}$ can be obtained using (9). Thus, if a 13-by-13 SM system is constructed, its spectral efficiency can be calculated using (4) by replacing the relevant parameters with their counterparts derived from $\mathbf{H}^{(a)}$.

![Fig. 12. Photograph of the fabricated 13-by-13 Fourier Rotman lens and the attached 13-element linear microstrip patch antenna array for 10 GHz operation, and a photograph of an indoor multipath-poor lab environment where the channel measurement was conducted.](image)

![Fig. 13. Measured beam-space $|h_{ij}^{(o)}|$ in dB, at 10 GHz, when two identical communication nodes, each equipped with a 13-by-13 Fourier Rotman lens and a linear 13-element patch array, were placed in the indoor lab environment shown in Fig. 12.](image)

| $i$ | $j$ | $20\log_{10}|h_{ij}^{(o)}|$ | $20\log_{10}|\hat{h}_{ij}^{(o)}|$ (Normalized) |
|-----|-----|-----------------|-----------------|
| 7   | 7   | -54.9 dB        | 0 dB            |
| 10  | 6   | -62.2 dB        | -7.3 dB         |
| 8   | 7   | -63.3 dB        | -8.4 dB         |
| 13  | 7   | -63.5 dB        | -8.6 dB         |
| 9   | 6   | -64.2 dB        | -9.3 dB         |
| 5   | 9   | -64.4 dB        | -9.5 dB         |
| 7   | 13  | -64.8 dB        | -9.9 dB         |
| 2   | 11  | -65.5 dB        | -10.6 dB        |

The spectral efficiencies of the beamforming, the 13-by-13
SM, and the BIM systems with the selected beam pairs, always including the LoS link, have been calculated and are shown in Fig. 14. Here normalized channel coefficients, referenced to the $h_{ij}^{(0)}$, were used, and the highest beam crosstalk level is around $-4$ dB. We first compare these three transmission schemes because all of them require only one RF chain. It can be seen that when the LoS link is available, the beamforming system performs best in the whole SNR region among these single RF chain schemes. Though with 13 antenna indices available, the SM system, in general, performs the worst, because the propagation channel is multipath-poor, seen in Fig. 13, and no beamforming gain is available. Also, it can be concluded that in the LoS environment increasing the number of selected beam pairs reduces the BIM spectral efficiency. This is because the increase of the spectral efficiency associated with the beam indices, e.g., $SE_{BIM}$ term in (5) increases from 0.96 to 1.81 bpcu at $SNR_T$ of 30 dB when four beam pairs are used, instead of two, is insufficient to compensate the spectral efficiency loss of $SE_{BIM2}$ in (6) due to the lower percentage, from 50% to 25%, of transmitting signal energy through the strongest LoS link, e.g., $SE_{BIM2}$ reduces from 8.75 to 7.65 bpcu under the same condition. In Fig. 15 the two-beam BIM system is also compared with the corresponding BS-MIMO and SSM systems. It is noted that the BS-MIMO requires two RF chains at both transmit and receive sides, and the SSM system needs one transmit RF chain but two receive RF chains. As expected, the BS-MIMO exhibits superior performance. However, the SSM system, though performing joint ML detection with two receive RF chains, has a similar spectral efficiency with that of the BIM system. The comparisons among the four-beam BIM, the four-beam SSM, and the 4-by-4 BS-MIMO are omitted as the same conclusion can be drawn.

In the case where the LoS link is not available, e.g., being blocked, it is expected that, as illustrated in Fig. 16, the BIM systems exhibit some performance advantage over the beamforming and the SM systems in the high SNR region. This is consistent with the observations made in Section IV. In
addition, when the path gains of the selected beam pairs are more balanced, seen in Table I, greater number of beam pairs helps boost the performance within the high SNR region. This is because in the high SNR region the increase of $SE_{BIM}$, e.g., from 0.93 to 1.79 bpcu when $SNR_{Tx}$ is 30 dB, is more than enough to compensate the $SE_{BIM}$ loss, e.g., from 7.35 to 6.95 bpcu when $SNR_{Tx}$ is 30 dB, if four beam pairs are used, instead of two. When comparing the BIM with the SSM and the BS-MIMO, see Fig. 17, the same observation can be obtained as we found out in Section IV, which is that the BS-MIMO systems with multiplexing capability have the superior performance, while the low beam crosstalk (or the sparsity of the channel) makes the SSM scheme, though equipping more receive RF chains, the worst choice.

Next, in order to confirm the limitation of the proposed BIM system, i.e., it underperforms the corresponding SM system in multipath-rich environments, another beam-space channel measurement was conducted in a different indoor lab environment, where more scatterers were present. The boresight of the transmit and the receive arrays was not aligned, and the LoS link was blocked, creating a great number of multipath links. The power of each entry of the measured 13-by-13 beam-space channel matrix is plotted in Fig. 18.

Two-beam and four-beam BIM systems are constructed using the beam-space channel matrix shown in Table II, and their spectral efficiencies, together with those of the beamforming and the 13-by-13 SM systems, are calculated and plotted in Fig. 19. It can be seen that while the two-beam BIM outperforms the beamforming in high SNR region, the four-beam BIM system has the worst performance, as the beam crosstalks are as high as $\left| \frac{h_{ij}^{(b)}}{h_{ij}^{(b)}} \right|_{1, j=9} - \left| \frac{h_{ij}^{(b)}}{h_{ij}^{(b)}} \right|_{1, j=0} = -1.4$ dB, instead of $-17.3$ dB in the two-beam BIM system. In addition, the high beam crosstalk indicates the richness of the multipath links, making the 13-by-13 SM the best performed single-RF-chain transmission scheme.

When more RF chains are available at the receive sides, the SSM system can be constructed. As we concluded in Section IV, the low beam crosstalk level makes the two-beam BIM a better choice over the two-beam SSM in high SNR region, while the four-beam SSM could utilize more RF chains to harvest a greater amount of signal energy, compared with the single RF chain BIM system, when the high level of beam crosstalk exists, see Fig. 20. However, in this multipath-rich propagation environment, none of the BIM and the SSM could outperform the single-RF-chain SM scheme.

![Fig. 18. Measured beam-space $|h_{ij}^{(b)}|$ in dB, at 10 GHz, when two identical communication nodes, each equipped with a 13-by-13 Fourier Rotman lens and a linear 13-element patch array, were placed in an indoor multipath-rich environment.](image)

![Fig. 19. Calculated spectral efficiencies of the beamforming, the 13-by-13 SM, and the BIM systems, based on the measured channel matrix shown in Fig. 18 and Table II. Two or four beam pairs, respectively, are selected for the BIM systems with transmit and receive beam index pairs $(i, j)$ labelled in the legends.](image)

![Fig. 20. Calculated spectral efficiencies of the two-beam and four-beam BIM systems, as well as their two-beam and four-beam SSM counterparts, based on the measured beam-space channel matrix shown in Fig. 18 and Table II. The beam pairs $(i, j)$ for the BIM and the transmit and receive beam indices for the SSM are labelled in the legends.](image)
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper extends the SM concept to the beam domain. In this way, we can construct BIM systems, which are attractive since each communication node in the BIM system requires only one RF chain. Through extensive simulations, it was shown that BIM systems can outperform the conventional beamforming and SM systems with commensurate hardware complexity in high SNR and nLoS high frequency sparse propagation channels. The BIM performance, compared with other various transmission schemes, and the associated general rules for beam pair selections have been further investigated using the measured beam-space channel matrices in some typical indoor multipath environments at 10 GHz. Further channel measurements at the mmWave frequency have been planned to study if the mmWave sparse channels could satisfy the channel conditions under which the proposed BIM is a favorable choice. Multi-user BIM scheme is also our future interest.

APPENDIX

In this Appendix, we derive the closed-form equation for the probability matrix $\mathbf{P}$ when two orthogonal beam pairs are available, i.e., $M = 2$ and $h^{(i)}_{11} = h^{(i)}_{22} = 0$.

At the transmitter side, when a complex Gaussian signal with power $P_{Tx}$ is projected through the $i^{th}$ ($i = 1$ or 2) transmit beam, the received signals at the $i^{th}$ and $j^{th}$ ($j \neq i$) receive beam ports, denoted as $v_{i u}$ and $v_{j u}$ are independent and follow $CN(0, |h_{i u}|^2 P_{Tx} + \sigma^2)$ and $CN(0, \sigma^2)$, respectively. Since only power detection is performed, the resultant two power terms $|v_{i u}|^2$ and $|v_{j u}|^2$ follow the generalized Chi-squared distributions with their respective probability density functions given as

$$f(x) = \frac{1}{\lambda x^{\lambda-1}} e^{-\lambda x}, \quad (x > 0) \quad (A1)$$

and

$$f(y) = \frac{1}{\sigma^2} e^{-\frac{y}{\sigma^2}}, \quad (y > 0) \quad (A2)$$

Thus, from (7),

$$p_u = p\left(|v_{i u}|^2 > |v_{j u}|^2\right) = \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} f(x) f(y) \, dy \, dx$$

$$= \int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{1}{\lambda x^{\lambda-1}} e^{-\lambda x} \cdot \frac{1}{\sigma^2} e^{-\frac{y}{\sigma^2}} \, dy$$

$$= \frac{|h^{(i)}_{i u}|^2 P_{Tx} + \sigma^2}{|h^{(i)}_{j u}|^2 P_{Tx} + 2\sigma^2} \left[ \frac{|h^{(i)}_{i u}|^2}{|h^{(i)}_{j u}|^2} \right] \frac{SNR_{iu}}{SNR_{iu} + 1}.$$

With the calculated $p_{11}$ and $p_{22}$ in (A3), $p_{12}$ and $p_{21}$ can be easily obtained, since $p_{11} + p_{12} = 1$, and $p_{21} + p_{22} = 1$.
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